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TONE OPERATED BISTABLE & MONOSTABLE SWITCHES

GENERAL DESCREPTEON

The FX-501/FX-601 Series are high performance selective
switching devices, constructed in monolithic microcircuitry
form using MOS technology. They are designed for use as tone
receivers in Remote Control, Instrumentation, Automation,
Communications and Telemetry systems, where specific tone
frequencies are used to control remote switching functions.
The FX-501 and FX-501 R are tone triggered BISTABLE
switches, where the integral output switch is turned ON by an
input tone of correct frequency and can be turned OFF at any
required time by repeating the tone command. A variable
period lock-out timer is incorporated which inhibits further
operation of the switch for a defined minimum interval,
following each switching action. The output switch can also be
reset to OFF at any time by grounding a Direct Reset control
pin. The tone frequency ‘accept’ bandwidth of the FX-501 is
internally pre-set at a value suitable for general purpose use; the
bandwidth of the FX-501 R is externally adjustable to suit spec-
ific user requirement. With both versions, the nominal tone
channel frequency can be set to almost any required value and
is determined simply by the values of one external resistor and
one capacitor.

The bistable action of these switches is ideal for controlling
remote ON/OFF switch functions; the switch maintaining the
selected condition for an unlimited time between successive
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trigger tones, thus freeing the signal line for other traffic. A
number of devices can be connected to a common line and
switched on a selective basis by transmitting tones of approp-
riate frequency.
The FX-601/FX-601 R are tone triggered MONOSTABLE
TIMERS, where the integral output switch is turned ON for an
accurately defined time following receipt of an inband trigger
tone. This timed period is externally adjustable from a few
milliseconds through one hour, at duty cycles up to 90%. The
trigger tone frequency and monostable period are externally
set using simple‘ RC networks. The FX-601 has a preset tone
channel bandwidth; the FX-601 R differs only in that the chan-
nel bandwidth is externally adjustable.
These Monostable switChes are particularly suitable for remote-
ely controlled switching of relays, contactors, stepping mech-
anisms and timing functions, where a precise ’one-shot’ on-time
is called for.
lnput signal amplifiers are incorporated in all devices allowing
operation with low-level or high-level sine or square-wave
tones. The devices operate from a single low current supply of
——8V to —15V D.C. and are rated for use at extended temper-
atures. A printed circuit card, to assist in experimental work, is
available for the FX-501/FX-601 preset bandwidth devices.
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